MEMORANDUM

TO: Director, FBI (105-584)  
DATE: 6/3/63

FROM: SAC, Miami (105-1742)(P)

SUBJECT: ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO ACTIVITIES IS - CUBA

Enclosed herewith are 12 copies of letterhead memorandum, dated and captioned as above.

MM T-1 is DECLASSIFIED BY 8/31/94

MM T-2 is CIA report TD DB3/654,695, dated May 17, 1963, classified CONFIDENTIAL.

It is noted Bureau tel to Chicago, May 21, 1963, concerning PAULINO SIERRA, instructed the Chicago Office to ascertain from SIERRA the scheme in which he and TRULL are involved. TRULL appears to be identical with the unknown American mentioned in attached letterhead memo, but persons in Miami do not know his name.

Inasmuch as SIERRA and TRULL have been unsuccessful in their attempt to establish a unity movement, the Miami Office will hereafter follow this matter under the Anti-Racketeering investigation.

Attached enclosures are being classified CONFIDENTIAL inasmuch as information furnished by MM T-2 is so classified.

1 - Bureau (Engels, 12)(RM) 2 - Chicago (Michels, 2)(RM) 
1 - New York (Informal, 1, 14)(RM) 3 - Miami 
RJD:JMS

Copy to: CIA/State, ONI/OSI/ACSI

JUN 28 1963